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IA | Digital Edge – Technology Augmented Approach 

•  Audience – C Suite Executives and their Transformation Teams 
 
•  Phase – Awareness and understanding 



NEW MINDSET 
•  Establish a new digital first “mind-set” across key constituents of the enterprise: 

It’s important to align around what “Digital” means and can mean for the various constituents and gauge 
the mindset, need, and appetite to undertake the journey. Focussing on possibilities and outcomes with 
the value added “how-to” factored in with sensitivity to priority and constraints – (time/resource/budget) 
can help identify and form the coalition and movement to a can-do will-do spirit and attitude.  

SHAPE TARGET VISION 
•  Shape a big picture target vision for a new “Digital First Data Driven” business: Factor in current and 

target future state conditions and the major moves, impacts, implications to all the various constituents. 
The big transition to factor is from large intermittent shifts and steady state destination to continuous 
evolution and journey on a platform. Emulating the “Digital Natives”. Culture, organisation, capability, 
technology, legacy systems and business, existing and future data, aligned to present and future business 
mission and priorities are all aspects to consider.  
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CONTEXT FOR DELIVERY 
•  Understand and navigate the operating context for Digital solution delivery: Most Group led initiatives 

have by design stayed away from detail Market level engagements. This time it’s different – as the focus is 
Market enablement and Global leverage. There is likely a complex array of unknown existing and in-flight 
initiatives that meet various needs and capabilities that must be reconciled along with existing and inflight 
group initiatives to secure an integrated scalable business platform.  

 
BUILD SOLID FOUNDATION 
•  Invest in building a solid foundational blueprint and options that are aligned: This has to be clear enough 

to factor in the big picture vision and provide sufficient detail on the current state to enable “Delivery” to 
make smart choices on the execution framework and the next best moves as you mobilise. Without this in 
place it’s impossible to secure the right commitment for securing the all too crucial foundational first 
moves of the delivery organisation.               
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BLOW UP SACRED COWS 
•  Blow-up Sacred Cows on organisation design, delivery, and sustain approaches: Just like Digital is 

disrupting the business it’s also disrupting the what and the how technology platforms get delivered and 
supported. Established ways of thinking working and doing in the ERP/CRM/SCM/EDW generation are no 
longer applicable to the modern digital business environment – even as these tools are re-platformed.  

 
EVOLUTION THEN REVOLUTION 
•  Secure buy-in and adoption – evolution then revolution approach to enablement Technology that gains 

mass business traction and impactful results helps solve a current problem teams are struggling to solve 
first. Once adopted the new platform can then enable new capabilities as the users and business matures- 
that without the platform would be impossible.  
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CLEAR DIRECTED LEADERSHIP 
•  Sponsors and Stakeholders – mobilisation, leadership, trust and succession: There is natural caution and 

scepticism around uncertainty. The only way to cut through this is to have clear directed leadership 
committed to supporting the journey phases and the team demonstrate fast tangible results by doing. 
This not only builds momentum and foundation for cadence but confidence. Succession planning of 
sponsors and stakeholders and active users is a new ingredient that needs to be factored in by the 
“platform executive” to secure a sustainable onward evolutionary lifecycle.  

CONSIDER TODAY AND TOMORROW 
•  Design the organisation and operating model with today and the future in mind: The organisation(s) will 

continually evolve over the coming years as technology, consumers, markets, business models and teams, 
individual capabilities, networks, evolve. It’s essential to have an understanding of the flow dynamics to 
build and embed the right governance ownership and continuity models with the right leadership, 
management, operational and technical underpinning. This needs to be incepted and evolved from day 
one. It’s a completely different operating model to traditional systems and services. 
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TARGET CASHABLE BENEFITS 
•  Target tangible results and cashable benefits aligned with current team objectives: The programme must 

as far as possible take a business and results first approach centred around current function and business 
objectives and constraints. The technology must help teams do what they are doing today but better. This 
means working up from base outside in from Customers and Markets to Central operations and support 
functions. 

 
ALIGN PROGRAMME STRUCTURE 
•  Align programme structure to organisation management structure: For example, the “Glocal” enterprise 

delivery model matches the modern enterprise management model and facilitates supporting top down 
business partnering and coaching, bottom up innovation experimentation learning and scaling.  

MULTIPLE ITERATIONS WITHIN FRAMEWORK 
•  Execute early results within a big picture framework and scale smartly: Develop a big picture framework 

within which to execute and operate multiple iterations and cycles end-to-end to provide and build early 
capabilities and learnings across the business, IT, programme, and partner organisations. Start light and 
fast. Get stronger, faster, and deliver more with less efficiently and effectively with every iteration cycle. 
Each iteration is a cycle with clear business outcomes.  
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REBADGE SUSTAIN ORGANISATION  
•  Bring the “sustain” organisation forwards “rebadge” and assist with delivery: The sustain organisation is 

now more crucial than ever for ongoing continuity. It therefore makes sense to think about this at the start 
not the end of delivery cycles. Rethink the mandate and capability. This also helps with difficult 
transformation and culture shifts, as well as essential organisation team and capability building.  

LEVERAGE NEW TECHNOLOGY 
•  Leverage sustainable technology platform for adaptation and evolution: Leverage the power of the 

technology platform and software authors modern practices to build an innovation foundation that 
enables you to adapt to ever changing needs as business, technology, and people capabilities evolve. 
Make sure the solution architecture is robust and agile to sustain this evolution and not encumbered by 
legacy and ballasted by compromising point solutions.  
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EMPOWER NEW TEAM 
•  Deliberately work on new spearhead team management and capability building: The client facing delivery 

team needs to feel and be empowered. This extends from the delivery team, the business team and 
sustain team. It’s essential to get the right mix of people with the right attitude and mindset at the start 
that will evolve as the programme unfolds. At the start you need a pioneer and settler pioneer mindset. 
Traditional settlers forced to move will fail at this stage and cause your transformation to fail. Later some 
make it. Not all will.  

 
SMART PARTNERING MODEL 
•  Focus energy and effort on establishing a digital led smart partnering model: Digital enablement is a key 

opportunity to reconsider and update traditional partnering models that were incepted to support the 
ERP/CRM/EDW era. A different mindset and approach is required. Incept a more agile effective and 
economical partnering model designed around modern needs to help you change and evolve. Secure and 
build your eco-system of capabilities for the journey and as you journey. Use Partner to help you focus 
energy on the job and task to hand for which you are held accountable – resources, decisions, 
deliverables, and outcomes. Like minded Partners with the right new mindset aligned with the ability to 
act as “coaches”, “champions”, “expert guides”, and “defenders” and “bridge builders” as you begin 
and evolve your transition are essential considerations. 
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